HOME ELEVATORS
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Create your own
statement of style

BESPOKE DESIGN
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Choosing DOPPLER for your home lift means

MANUFACTURING

the functional, architectural and performance
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a unique benefit. The ability to respond to
requirements of your own house. Our designers
create, our engineers build. Your home elevator

MODELS

always serves you. Feel free to imagine, we can
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do it for you.

SUSTAINABILITY,
SAFETY & HYGIENE

ABOUT US

SUCCESS
MADE IN GREECE
From a frontier industrial park
in northern Greece to the
markets of the world.
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DOPPLER is a modern lift manufacturer. We
are experts in bespoke lift design because
we have the ability to research, build and
produce vertical transportation systems.
Our company is a global business, as we
export in 80 countries forming an export
ratio of 95%.
Today Doppler is a lift solution provider
known for the ability to respond.

On the left: Mr. Stavros
Stavropoulos, The Founder of
DOPPLER Lift Industry, Inside
shot from our test tower,
Τhe production premises,
Mrs Anthi Stavropoulou the
Managing Director, Polykastro
Headquarters.

BESPOKE DESIGN

A CANVAS
OF EXPRESSION
The elevator cabin as an artwork
in your interior.
Print your favorite painting or your family picture.
Have the images you love to see on the TFT
screen, hear your favorite music, look yourself in
a mirror you like, put the lights you prefer.
Create a unique piece of art.

In this image you see DOPPLER
Galaxy Glass Elevator Cabin, with
glass print. The COP is inox painted
with a red RAL shade and the floor
hosts a black starlight granite. The
ceiling, the door and the door frame
is made by inox surface.
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BESPOKE DESIGN

A WORLD
OF OPTIONS
In style, materials and proportion.
As experts in bespoke lift design, we offer
you a wide range of finishes, colors and
textures to form the most stylish lift.
Glass, wood, inox, marble can surround a
square, round or polygon lift cabin rolling in
a panoramic or conventional form.

Our elevator cabin surfaces made by
stainless steel and glass materials can be
painted in a color of your preference.
The RAL color standard gives you endless
variety of shades to choose.
Play with colors in door frames, corners,
handrails, car operating panels, landing
operating panels and skirtings.
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This panoramic aluminum elevator features a full glass cabin
with a swing door. The column LOP elevates the aesthetics of the
structure.

MANUFACTURING

ENGINEERING
MASTERPIECE
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Performs consistently well.
Refined to every detail.
Rides smoothly in silence.
Easily installed and maintained.
Our home elevators are CE approved
with 2 years guarantee and the
ability to extend.

The inhouse R&D department and
the build-in test tower in our premises,
guarantee a mechanism that leads to
a long lasting operation.
Made by European parts.

MODELS

OUR HOME ELEVATORS
Elli

Focus
Type

Type

Traction

HYDRAULIC

SPEED

SPEED

0.4 m/s- 1 M/S

0.15 m/s - 0.63 M/S

LOAD

LOAD

300-600 Kg

250-400 kg

Low Pit & Headroom application

Low Pit & Headroom application

Easy installation (Compact Design)

Easy installation (Compact Design)

Single phase or 3 phase supply

Easy Maintenance

Adjacent and through car entrance option

Standards Conformity: EN81-20, EN81-41, Directive 2006/42/EC

Standards Conformity: EN81-20/50, EN81-21 & EN81-1

2 years warranty

2 years warranty
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Contact us for a wider range of applications of our models.

respects
environment

proactive
for the family

Low power consumption.
The cabin is lightened by led lights, the
motor is functioning by using inverter
technology and the sleep mode is
enabled when the lift is not used. The
least power consumption is achieved.

Doors that open automatically when
something is in the way when they
close.

Recyclable.
Doppler cabins are made of glass, inox
or aluminum thus a recyclable product.

In case of emergency, the elevator
delivers the passengers to the closest
floor (standard equipment) and
opens its doors. Equipped with a
telephone device always ready to
call.

safe to touch,
clean to breathe
Air Sterilizer.
It is a device built for cabin elevators, that
sterilizes the air you breathe, killing 99%
of germs and 99.76% influenza virus, using
UV photocatalyst sterilization.
UV Antibacterial light.
A disinfection system using an UltraViolet
(UV) lamp, located in the elevator ceiling,
that sterilizes the surfaces efficiently at
99%.

Offers floor access control using an
authorised key or card.
Safety glasses according to
European safety standards protect
you and your kids. All materials used
in cabin are fire retardant certified.

The Air Purifier device

CONFORMED
Nominal demand per year for
nominal values as shown 343kWh.
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EN 81-20/50

The UV Antibacterial light

Polykastro Industrial Park
Kilkis, 61 200
Greece
Tel.: +30 23430 54000
info@doppler.gr
www.doppler.gr

